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so first up recession definition I kind of dude like to draft of an time management essay pdf
normally like I'll run through one draft and do again I should've put a there listen I don't actually
know their correct answer this question and I'm not really too sure what's going on like normal
essay so I'm just going to try and Bluff it if a few things were wrong yeah just that list allow me I
know you'll probably correct me down in the chat below is the audio all good we got some more
advice also talk about the currently the currency depreciating and those consumer confident do
you love porn my guy my god yeah I could do that fusion it says don't talk about monetary or
fiscal policy though so like the exchange rate I'm not too sure if we could we can talk about that
probably good to be fair yeah yeah you're gonna get as much work done as I have this week
live streaming guys true yeah I've done more Michaela okay let me know how look okay yeah
let's Carla a recession is defined as a period of two Oh bother I'm awful at spelling I think it extra
time at a levels and I'm going through the process of potentially getting it getting extra time at
uni but I'm just yeah I did I don't know why it's excessive negative a recession is defined as a
period of two or more successive well I actually can't it's too much pressure for me talk was
excessive negative two more negative G I actually can't actually caught this so much pressure
let me just move on to Part A recession is defined as two consecutive periods of negative
economic growth I'll let me just google it let me just google it googling is easier yeah especially
was falling the productive potential Harper yeah that's true economic recession definition
where's econ plus Dow yeah that'll do I can't love it no do listen I'm not I'm not perfect at this
change management essay stuff you know I mean this is yeah okay ah this is just rough oh I'm
getting a call from Owen I can't answer right now and what's the saying so yes also I need to
notice that this is just rough by the way when the expected price level in the economy is equal to
the actual you got call for gauges nothing says yeah that's true yeah yes you in life one
sentence in that yet yeah I can't lie I can't lie it's not going good I dunno I'm talking about though
but I want to kind of keep on the live stream as well I feel I need some music in the background
you know mmm what more music slow rise to you don't definitely definitely this is definitely
whiney to revise two hours of drum and bass grind Brande Brande Brande nada I don't see this
is why I like to go next I'm taking last a little O'Connor I can't revise if I'm listening to music but if
anyone's got any suggestions then I'll learn then I'll um put down and explain how you felt when
you go that being a level maths I'm in session well you know yeah I got beat by one year
message is the biggest relief of my life and literally like just felt like every every second of
revision counted do I have a job no you choose my job what module this is for macroeconomics
results they amped them yeah Jessica I would play the results down them but the thing is is say
for special occasions all right yeah howdy marks is this I don't you know it's the maximum
maximum work house 1500 okay I should probably actually start thinking let me just think for a
second okay so well by written so far an economy recession define when it's probably in the
economy is equal to the actual price level when I expect to do is it was actual price level
unemployment is at its natural natural rate and output

